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  1.     Introduction 

 The localized surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of metal nano-
objects is the key feature of their optical response. This and the 
local fi eld enhancement it refl ects have been extensively inves-
tigated during the last decade, both from experimental and 

 Modifi cation of the plasmonic response of a metal nano-object due to interac-
tion with a substrate is experimentally investigated measuring the quantitative 
optical extinction spectra of individual nano-objects with various elongated 
shapes (bipyramids and rods) deposited on a dielectric (silica) or absorbing 
(carbon) membrane. Apart from the expected dependence of the nanoparticle 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) frequency on the nature of the substrate, 
large substrate and particle shape dependent modifi cations of its SPR width 
are demonstrated. These dependencies are ascribed to strong localization of 
the electromagnetic fi eld associated with the longitudinal SPR of an elongated 
nano-object around its tips, leading to different interaction with the substrate 
depending on the particle shape and 3D orientation relative to the substrate. 
Both parameters have been precisely determined by electron tomography, 
permitting excellent reproduction of the experimental data. Experiments 
performed on silver-encapsulated bipyramids, whose shape evolves from a 
pyramidal one towards a cylindrical one, further confi rm this effect. 

theoretical points of view. This interest has 
been primarily motivated by the possibility 
of tuning the optical properties of metal 
nano-objects, due to the large depend-
ence of the SPR characteristics (spectral 
position, quality factor, amplitude, local 
electromagnetic fi eld enhancement) on 
their shape and environment, [ 1,2 ]  and by 
the many applications they offer. The fre-
quency dependence on the object local envi-
ronment has for instance been exploited 
for biosensing applications or for real-
time monitoring of chemical reactions, [ 3,4 ]  
while electromagnetic fi elds enhancement 
around a nano-object associated to SPR 
has opened the possibility of label-free 
detection of molecules by enhancing their 
optical response (e.g., Raman scattering [ 5,6 ]  
or fl uorescence [ 7 ] ). Detailed understanding 
of the shape and environment effects on 
the SPR characteristics of a nano-object is 

thus of key interest. It can only be experimentally achieved on 
individual nano-objects, to avoid the spurious inhomogeneous 
effects due to unavoidable dispersion of the particle morphology 
in ensemble measurements. [ 2 ]  Many investigations have now 
been performed on single nanoparticles, most of them being 
deposited on a solid substrate, a situation also most frequently 
encountered in applications. [ 2,8,9 ]  Although good reproduction of 
experimental data has been obtained in the case of nano-objects 
deposited on a dielectric substrate, [ 10–15 ]  full and quantitative 
understanding of substrate impact is still lacking as it requires 
not only precise determination of the object morphology, but 
also of its position relative to the substrate (distance and orienta-
tion), especially for absorbing ones. 

 Interaction of an absorbing substrate with a deposited metal 
nanoparticle is still little studied. Though red shift and splitting 
of the SPR of single gold and silver particles on a gold fi lm due 
to coupling with its propagating surface plasmon polaritons have 
been reported, [ 16–18 ]  a more specifi c effect of absorbing substrates 
is the induced broadening of the SPR. This has been observed 
for gold nano-objects lithographed on a chromium or titanium 
adhesion layer [ 19,20 ]  and gold nanorods standing on a graphene 



layer. [ 21 ]  The spatial distribution of the electromagnetic fi eld and 
overlap of the zone where it is strongly enhanced with the sub-
strate was pointed-out as a key parameter. [ 20 ]  This further stressed 
the importance of precise determination of the object morphology 
and position relative to the substrate when interpreting the optical 
response of single nano-objects spin-coated on a substrate, a 
common situation when they are chemically synthesized. 

 In this context elongated nano-objects are particularly inter-
esting as their longitudinal SPRs are associated to localized 
enhancement of the electromagnetic fi eld around their tips, 
with a spatial distribution strongly depending on their shape 
(e.g., rod as compared to bipyramid). [ 15 ]  We have quantitatively 
investigated the effect of an absorbing substrate on their plas-
monic response measuring the absolute extinction spectra 
of individual gold nanorods and nanobipyramids deposited 
on thin dielectric (silica) and absorbing (carbon) substrates 
using spatial modulation spectroscopy (SMS), demonstrating 
larger substrate-induced SPR broadening for a nanorod than 
for a bipyramid. The morphology and position (distance and 
3D orientation relative to the substrate) of the particles were 
determined using two- and three-dimensional transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM). [ 22 ]  These geometrical parameters 
were used in fi nite-element modeling (FEM) numerical simu-
lations yielding excellent agreement with the experimental 
data, highlighting their impacts. These are further confi rmed 
by extension of these experiments to silver-encapsulated gold 
nanobipyramids, which offer the unique possibility of changing 
their shape from a bipyramid to a rod one, and thus controlling 
their interaction with the substrate.  

  2.     Results and Discussion 

  2.1.     Optical Experiments on Elongated Gold Nano-objects 

 Solutions of surfactant-coated gold nanorods and 
nanobipyramids were synthesized using previously described 
procedures [ 15,23 ]  (see Experimental Section for details about 
nanobipyramid synthesis). These colloidal solutions were spin-
coated on TEM grids covered by either a ≈40 nm thick silica 
or a ≈20 nm thick carbon membrane. The extinction cross-
section  σ ext   of single nano-objects was quantitatively measured 
using SMS [ 2,24–26 ]  ( Figure    1  a, see also Experimental Section). 
The polarized spectra were fi tted in the energy domain by a 
Lorentzian function, allowing extraction of the longitudinal 
SPR spectral position and width. [ 15 ]  TEM was used to indi-
vidually correlate each measured extinction spectrum with the 
high-resolution image of the associated nano-object, allowing 
the determination of its dimensions (length  L  and diameter  D ). 
Typical σ ext  spectra of individual and isolated gold nanorods 
with lengths  L  = 35–45 nm and diameters  D  = 10–15 nm are 
shown in Figure  1 b–d. The extinction spectra measured for 
deposition on silica and carbon membranes are compared for 
selected individual nanorods of same aspect ratio ( η  =  L / D , 
Figure  1 b), same SPR position ( λ R  , Figure  1 c) and same effec-
tive length characterizing quantum confi nement-induced 
broadening effects  L eff   = ( S /π) 1/2 , where  S  = π LD  is the nanorod 
surface (Figure  1 d). [ 27 ]  All the measured single particle SPR 
widths are plotted in Figure  1 e as a function of this parameter.  

 As expected, red shifting of SPR was observed for nanorods 
of same aspect ratio deposited on carbon substrate as com-
pared to silica one (Figure  1 b). This Δ λ R   ≈ 60 nm shift can be 
directly ascribed to a larger real part of its complex refrac-
tive index (Re( n s  ) = 2.3 in carbon, see below, as compared to 
 n s   = 1.45 for silica). In addition, nanorod deposition on carbon 
substrate leads to an important broadening of the longitudinal 
SPR as compared to a dielectric substrate (Figure  1 b–e). On 
average, the SPR spectral width  Γ  is two times larger on carbon 
( �Γ  = (270 ± 30) meV) than on silica ( �Γ  = (135 ± 20) meV). 
This large broadening is observed independently of the param-
eter fi xed for comparing single-nanorod spectra:  η  (Figure  1 b), 
 λ R   (Figure  1 c) or  L eff   (Figure  1 d and  1 e). 

 The SPR width  Γ  can be decompaosed as: 

    γΓ = Γ + Γ + + Γ + Γr s chem sub0
  (1) 

 where  Γ 0  ,  Γ r  ,  γ s   and  Γ chem   respectively describe the contribu-
tions of bulk-like Landau damping in the nano-object, radia-
tive damping, quantum confi nement and interface chemical 
damping effect (related to the presence of surfactant molecules), 
which have all been discussed in previous works, [ 2,27–33 ]  while 
 Γ sub   quantifi es substrate effects (with  Γ sub   = 0 for a dielectric 
one), whose description is the primary scope of this paper. The 
 Γ  values measured for surfactant-coated nanorods on silica sub-
strate are larger by about 40 meV than those recently reported 
for silica-encapsulated gold nanorods of similar size [ 27 ]  (blue 
dashed line in Figure  1 e). This rise corresponds to an increase 
of  Γ chem   in the absence of silica encapsulation which provides 
nano-objects with a well-controlled interface [ 34 ]  (a similar  Γ chem   
increase was measured after thiol functionalization of initially 
uncoated nanorods [ 32 ] ).  Γ r   is negligible for the small nanorod 
sizes considered here, and  Γ 0   is quasi-constant for SPR posi-
tions  λ R   > 700 nm away from interband transition domain, as 
in the present study (Figure  1 b–d). [ 27,35,36 ]  The weak depend-
ence of  Γ  on nanorod size (Figure  1 e) thus essentially results 
from the quantum confi nement term  γ s  , which varies as  γ s   =  A 
v F  / L eff   (with  v F   Fermi velocity,  A  = 1.4 and  L eff   the effective length 
related to the nano-object surface,  L eff   = ( DL ) 1/2  for nanorod 
geometry). [ 27 ]  These broadening contributions are expected to be 
approximately the same for experiments on carbon substrates, 
which are performed by depositing nano-objects stemming 
from the same colloidal solutions and are also free from inter-
band transition induced SPR broadening. The large increase of 
 Γ  measured on carbon substrate can therefore be ascribed to its 
absorbing nature (with thus � Γ sub   ≈ 135 meV in Equation  ( 1)  ), as 
confi rmed by the complete analysis presented below. 

 Longitudinal extinction spectra measured on individual gold 
nanobipyramids with length and diameter in the  L  = 60–80 nm 
and  D  = 20–30 nm range are presented in  Figure    2  . Similarly to 
nanorods, analysis was performed by comparing single bipyra-
mids with the same  η  (Figure  2 a) or  L eff   (Figure  2 b) on carbon 
and silica, or by plotting  Γ  ( L eff  ) for all measurements (Figure  2 c). 
The SPR red shift measured for nanobipyramids of same aspect 
ratio is smaller than in the nanorod case (as illustrated by the 
Δ λ R   ≈ 25 nm shift of Figure  2 a). For nanobipyramids on silica, 
the average SPR width (� Γ  = (135 ± 20) meV) is the same as 
for nanorods on silica in spite of larger dimensions, due to a 
compensation of radiative damping (increasing with size) and 





nanoparticle, far-fi eld scattering, and enhanced environment 
absorption at the vicinity of the nano-object as a consequence 
of local fi eld effects. [ 37,38 ]  The extinction cross-section  σ ext   of a 
nano-object in an absorbing medium is proportional to the dif-
ference between the local power losses due to the nanoparticle 

(absorption and scattering) and the absorption ones in the same 
nano-object volume fi lled with the environment medium. [ 37,38 ]  
In order to qualitatively understand how the characteristics of 
an absorbing environment affect the longitudinal SPR of an 
elongated nano-object, it is helpful to fi rst consider the simple 
case of small nanoellipsoids in a homogeneous infi nite medium 
with dielectric constant ε = � 2nm

m. In the quasistatic regime (i.e., 
for nano-object size much smaller than optical wavelength), 
when the SPR is located away from the interband transition 
domain, the frequency dependence of  σ ext   is well described by 
a Lorentzian lineshape (see Supplementary Information) char-
acterized by three independent parameters (integrated area Ξ, 
central frequency  Ω R   = 2πc/ λ R   and spectral width  Γ ): 
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 with  ω p   plasma frequency and  L i   geometrical factors depending 
on ellipsoid aspect ratio and light polarization. The SPR spec-
tral position and width are therefore directly affected by the real 
(ε1

m )  and imaginary (ε2
m) parts of the absorbing environment 

dielectric constant  ε m  , respectively. 
 The optical response of carbon, i.e., its complex refrac-

tive index  n C   =  n 1  
C   + i  n 2  

C  , is therefore a crucial input for a 
quantitative analysis of the measured extinction spectra. Pre-
vious optical measurements on thin carbon fi lms yielded  
n 1  

C   = 2.3 ± 0.3 (with a weak dispersion in the visible range). [ 39–41 ]  
Much more scattered  n 2  

C   values, in the 0–1 range, were 
reported, possibly due to the different preparation methods 
and structures (amorphous, diamond-like, nanocrystalline…) 
of the investigated carbon fi lms. [ 39–41 ]  In this work, instead of 
using tabulated values, we directly extracted this parameter by 
measuring light attenuation through the carbon membranes, 
yielding  n 2  

C   ≈ 0.5 (see Figure S1 and text of the Supplementary 
Information). 

 For a more detailed modeling, FEM simulations taking 
into account actual nano-object shapes and their inhomoge-
neous environment, as well as fi nite-size effects (i.e., radiative 
damping, retardation effects and multipolar contributions) 
were performed ( Figure    3   and  Figure    4  ). As in previous reports, 
nanorods were described as cylinders capped by hemispherical 
ends (Figure  3 a), while nanobipyramids were represented as 
truncated bicones with hemispherical ends [ 15 ]  (Figure  4 a). Typ-
ical experimental sizes were used in simulations:  L  = 42 nm 
and  D  = 14 nm for the length and diameter of nanorods, and 
 L  = 78 nm,  D  = 29 nm and  r  = 4 nm tip radius for bipyramids. 
Simulations were performed using Johnson and Christy dielec-
tric functions for bulk gold,  [ 42 ]  without including surface and 
broadening contributions ( Γ chem   =  γ s   = 0 in Equation  ( 1)  ). A 

 Figure 2.    a-b) Longitudinal extinction spectra measured for single 
gold nanobipyramids on silica (blue squares) and carbon (red circles) 
substrates for same aspect ratio  η =  2.7 (a) and same  L eff  =  36 nm 
(b). Lorentzian fi ts (Equation  ( 2)  ) of these spectra are shown by solid 
lines. TEM images of the nanobipyramids on carbon are shown in inset. 
c) SPR widths measured for individual nanobipyramids on silica (blue 
squares) and carbon (red circles) substrates. For comparison, the blue 
dashed line represents the size-dependent width previously measured for 
silica-encapsulated gold nanorods [ 27 ]  (as in Figure  1 ).











 

Δ Γ 0   ≈ 60 meV [ 27,35,36 ] ), no signifi cant modifi cation of the SPR 
width upon silver coating was observed on silica (Figure  6 c, 
where  Γ 0   has been subtracted to  Γ  for direct comparisons). The 
absence of metal coating-induced effects on transparent sub-
strate suggests that the main mechanism at the origin of broad-
ening is an increased interaction with the absorbing substrate 
due to nano-object shape evolution. 

 To confi rm this hypothesis and estimate the impact of these 
phenomena on  λ R   and  Γ , we performed FEM simulations on 
horizontally orientated gold bipyramids (morphology described 
by  L  = 80 nm,  D  = 20 nm and  r  = 4 nm, a high  L / D  ratio being 
chosen to avoid interband SPR broadening), encapsulated with 
silver or gold shells (leading in the latter situation to pure gold 
nano-objects, thus permitting a selective study of shape effects). 
Nano-objects with small shells were modeled as bipyramids 
with the same  L  and  D  values as the core one but larger tip 
radius of curvature  r , yielding a nanorod shape for  r  =  D /2 and 
shell volume fraction ≈ 47% (Figure  6 d). Larger shells were 
described by increasing  L  and  D  of the same amount (thus 
modifying the aspect ratio of the nano-object). Comparison 
between computations performed for Au@Ag and Au@Au 
nano-objects indicates that metal composition affects  λ R   (silver 
coating, solid symbols of Figure  6 d, inducing as expected [ 48,49 ]  a 
supplementary blue shift of the longitudinal SPR as compared 
to gold coating, empty symbols of Figure  6 d) but does not sig-
nifi cantly modify  Γ . Conversely, increasing the shell (gold or 
silver) volume fraction results in a large increase of  Γ  for nano-
objects deposited on carbon (circles of Figure  6 d, bottom), as 
compared to silica. This confi rms that the large experimental 
increase of  Γ  on carbon membranes upon silver encapsulation 
can be ascribed to the evolution of nano-object shape from a 
horizontal bipyramid to a nanorod one. The latter shape results 
in larger SPR width as discussed previously (Figure  1  and  2 ), 
related to the larger penetration in the absorbing membrane 
of the intense electric fi eld regions (Figure  6 e), similarly to 
the nanorod case (Figure  3 d). While theoretical trends are in 
qualitative agreement with experiments, a more quantitative 
comparison is however diffi cult due to uncertainties on the tab-
ulated dielectric functions of silver [ 50 ]  and on possible additional 
chemical damping contributions in the presence of Au-Ag 
interfaces.   

  3.     Conclusion 

 In conclusion, comparing the optical responses of indi-
vidual nanorods and bipyramids deposited on a dielectric and 
absorbing substrate, we have quantitatively investigated the 
impact of the substrate on the SPR of a nano-object and high-
lighted the critical dependence on its shape, 3D orientation 
and distance from it. This is a consequence of modifi cation of 
the local electromagnetic fi eld around the nano-object, in the 
vicinity of its tips in the case of an elongated one, which refl ects 
in the observed SPR characteristics. In particular, damping of 
the SPR is larger for a rod than for a bipyramid deposited on 
an absorbing substrate due to weaker localization of local fi eld 
enhancement in a rod, leading to larger enhancement of the 
local fi eld in the substrate and thus of its absorption. These 
results are in excellent agreement with numerical simulations 

using the nano-object morphology and position relative to the 
substrate determined by electron microscopy. The key geo-
metrical parameters are the curvature of the object tips, which 
rules the amplitude and localization of the electromagnetic 
fi eld, and their distance to the substrate, parameters that can be 
determined using three dimensional imaging of both the nano-
object and the substrate with electron tomography. Sensitivity of 
the SPR to these parameters stresses the importance of detailed 
characterization of the investigated nano-object and local, i.e. 
nanometric scale, environment when interpreting its optical 
response. These results could also facilitate the conception of 
effi cient (i.e., avoiding signifi cant performance degradation
by SPR broadening) plasmonic devices in absorbing environ-
ments, especially for nano-objects prepared on carbon sub-
strate, common in many nano-system fabrication procedures.  

  4.     Experimental Section 
  Chemicals : Tetrachloroauric acid (HAuCl 4  x 3H 2 O), tetraethy-

lorthosilicate (TEOS), absolute ethanol, NH 4 OH (29%), sodium
borohydride (NaBH 4 ), ascorbic acid (A.A.), silver nitrate (AgNO 3 ), O-[2-
(3-mercaptopropionylamino)ethyl]-O’-methyl-poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG-
SH, Mw 5000), HCl (37%), and trisodium citrate were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich. All chemicals were used as received. Milli-Q grade water 
was used as solvent. 

  Synthesis of Gold Bipyramids : Gold bipyramids were prepared by the 
seeded growth method previously reported in literature. [ 51 ]  Gold seeds 
were prepared as follows: 300 µL of NaBH 4  (10 mM) were quickly added to 
a solution of 0.125 mM of HAuCl 4  and 0.25 mM of Na 3 Cit under vigorous 
stirring. Seeds (300 µL) were added to the growth solution (10 mL) 
typically formed by CTAB 0.1 M, HAuCl 4  (0.5 mM), AgNO 3  (0.1 mM), 
HCl (20 mM) and A.A. (0.8 mM) as mild reducing agent. The reaction 
was kept at 30 °C during 2 hours. Bipyramids were washed by 
centrifugation (8000 rpm, 20’) two times, the supernatant was discarded 
and the precipitate was redispersed in water in order to have a CTAB 
concentration of 1 mM. This approach allows production of bipyramids 
with a ∼80% yield, with spherical nanoparticles as by-products. The 
as-prepared elongated Au nano-objects are capped with a dense bilayer 
of amphiphilic molecules (CTAB), with a thickness of about 2 nm which 
becomes increasingly sparse at the tips, as shown in a previous work. [ 52 ]  

  Encapsulation of Gold Bipyramids with Silver : The growth of Ag on gold 
bipyramids was carried out using a growth solution prepared with 0.1 mM 
of gold bipyramids, 0.05 M of CTAB, ascorbic acid in a relation of [AA]/
[Ag + ] = 20 and silver nitrate, whose quantity was varied in order to 
produce different sizes of the silver shell around the gold bipyramids. 
To start the silver reduction, 0.01 M NaOH was added until basic pH 
(pH ≈ 9), and the reaction was kept in a thermostatic bath during 2 h. 
The obtained nanoparticles were washed by centrifugation (8000 rpm, 
20’) two times, the supernatant was discarded and the precipitate 
was redispersed in water, yielding a CTAB concentration of 1 mM. To 
avoid the oxidation of silver, a PEG coating was performed adding, 
under soft stirring, a PEG-SH solution (1 mg/mL) to the washed Au@
Ag bipyramids. The reaction was kept overnight. To remove the excess 
of polymer, further centrifugation (7000 rpm, 20’) was performed, the 
supernatant was discarded and the pellet was redispersed in ethanol. 
Following this experimental procedure, the silver preferentially deposits 
onto the lateral facets of the gold elongated nano-objects. [ 45 ]  This 
phenomenon is assigned to the strong interaction between the silver 
precursor and the counter-ion of the surface-adsorbed amphiphilic 
surfactant (bromide ion from CTAB). The non-uniform CTAB distribution 
along the gold surface favors the preferential deposition of silver on the 
lateral facets and not at the tips. Consequently, the shape evolves from a 
bipyramid to a nanorod for thick silver coating. 
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  Spatial Modulation Spectroscopy : Colloidal solutions were spin-coated 
on TEM grids with 50 × 50 µm 2  windows covered by either a ≈40 nm 
thick silica or ≈20 nm thick carbon membrane, deposition parameters 
being adjusted to yield <1 µm −2  nano-object density in order to permit 
their optical separation. Low and higher magnifi cation 2D TEM images 
of the samples were taken before and after optical measurements, 
respectively, in order to identify relevant, well-isolated individual nano-
objects without altering their optical response and to characterize 
their morphology. Their extinction cross-sections were quantitatively 
measured using spatial modulation spectroscopy (SMS). This technique 
is based on modulation at frequency  f  of the position of a nano-object 
in the focal spot of a tightly focused light beam. Modulation of the 
transmitted light power is observed when a nano-object is present on 
the path of the illuminating beam, with an amplitude proportional to its 
absolute extinction cross-section  σ ext  ( λ ) at the light wavelength  λ . The 
spectrum and amplitude of  σ ext   can thus be determined. [ 2,24 ]  The broadly 
tunable source required for measurement of the spectra was provided by 
a femtosecond Ti:Sapphire oscillator (pulse duration ≈ 150 fs) associated 
with a femtosecond optical parametric oscillator (OPO) working in the 
visible. Using either the oscillator or the OPO, a light source tunable in 
the 490–1040 nm range was obtained. Beam focusing was achieved by 
a microscope objective (100× magnifi cation, 0.75 numerical aperture), 
yielding a focal spot size of ≈0.7  λ  (full width at half maximum of the 
light intensity profi le) close to the diffraction limit. The sample position 
was modulated at  f  ≈ 1.5 kHz and the transmitted light power detected 
by a photodiode, its 2 f  component being extracted by a lock-in amplifi er. 
Light polarization was controlled using the combination of a quarter-
wave plate and a polarizer. For all the investigations reported here, it was 
rotated to maximize extinction at the longitudinal SPR. 

  Electron Tomography (3D TEM) : Acquisitions were performed on 
a JEOL 2100F transmission electron microscope with a fi eld emission 
gun and a post-column GATAN Tridiem energy fi lter. The tilt series have 
been recorded in an automatic manner using the GATAN tomography 
software. In the bright fi eld mode (for the Au bipyramid), the tilt series 
was recorded by covering an angular range between −70° an +70° with 
an increment of 2° following the Saxton scheme. The TEM images are 
made of 2048 × 2048 pixels with a pixel size of 0.16 nm. No visible beam 
damage was observed after the acquisition. For the HAADF-STEM (in 
the case of Au@Ag core-shell bipyramid), the tilt series was acquired 
using the ADF detector by tilting the specimen in the angular range of 
±70° with an increment of 2.5° in the equal mode, thus giving a total 
number of images of 60. The large inner radius chosen for the ADF 
detector, 40 mrad, ensures a good proportionality between the intensity 
of images and the mean atomic number. The gain of the ADF detector 
was chosen to prevent saturation effects in the HAADF images during 
the tilt series acquisition.  
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